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NEW YORK — They seem like simple questions for middle schoolers in the Bronx: what is a boy and what 

is a girl? 

“They most likely have hair on most parts of their body,” one student chimed in, trying to describe a 

boy. 

"They could have a squeaky voice," said another. 

 

What You Need To Know 
 Rayanne Figueroa is a JAM educator, talking to preteens about the questions they don't want to 

discuss with the adults in their life 
 

 "JAM" is short for "Just Ask Me." It's a program through WHEDco, a nonprofit social service 
agency in the Bronx 
 

 Before Figueroa, 18, was a JAM educator, she was in the class herself 

 

But it's a little more complicated than that, isn’t it? Boys sometimes have squeaky voices too. And girls 

can be hairy. 

At the center of the conversation is Rayanne Figueroa, a high school teen educator with the Women’s 

Housing and Economic Development Corporation. 

The Bronx social service nonprofit organization is also known as WHEDco. 

"Knowledge is power so the more power you have, the more responsible you'll be with your choices," 

Figueroa said. 

The class is called JAM. That's short for "Just Ask Me." It's a safe place for middle schoolers to ask 

questions, sometimes anonymously, that they don't feel comfortable asking the adults in their life. 



"It's, like, easier for you to be able to write down your questions and not be- not say your name and who 

asked it,” said Mayorlyn Canela, a middle schooler in the class. “Because it's like a secret and no one else 

knows it." 

Figueroa began attending WHEDco programming in kindergarten. She started participating in JAM as a 

sixth grader. 

"It was always, kind of just like, those taboo questions that you wanted to ask but you didn't know who 

you were going to ask them to," Figueroa said. 

When Figueroa finished middle school, she became a JAM educator herself. 

"I try to be really relatable and praise them," she said. 

And sometimes, they need it. 

"They're going through puberty so they have their moments sometimes,” the teen said, recalling her 

JAM sessions with the preteens. “That's just them." 

Staff at WHEDco say they're impressed with how far Figueroa has come since she started more than a 

decade ago. 

"It's a really wonderful full circle thing to see,” said Nicole Jennings, the program director at WHEDco. “I 

would love for her to have my job one day." 

"JAM has definitely taught me that everything is not exactly what it seems, not everything is, like, what 

it is on the cover," Figueroa said. 

So, for giving preteens a safe space to ask questions and to grow, Rayanne Figueroa is our New Yorker of 

the Week. 

Link: https://www.ny1.com/nyc/all-boroughs/nyer-of-the-week/2022/02/19/new-yorker-of-the-week--

rayanne-figueroa 
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